
Setting up «DigEQ Network mode»
Up to 16 units can be connected in Network mode, these are wired using the MIDI connectors as
follows:

Controller out -> Slave 1 in, Slave 1 out -> Slave 2 in, Slave 2 out -> Slave 3 in ... the last Slave
out -> Controller in

Note: A Controller must be a DPF • 3103 'master' (2U) unit or a DPF • 3103R remote unit, a
slave can be either a DPF • 3103 or a DPF • 3103S 'slave (1 U) unit'

Only one device can be the Controller in a network.

Each slave must have a unique ID number in a network.

Each slave must have the same program number.
(With the exception of when copying data from one unit to another, or storing a program in the
current unit)

For all units. "MIDI in Channel" and "MIDI Out Channel" must be set to OFF.

A 'hard reset' must be performed:
a) When the units are powered for the first time.
b) When being powered on after having been inserted into or removed from a network
c) After a service which requires memory erasure

A hard reset is performed by:
a) Pressing and holding the <Access> button and then powering the unit
b) Wait until the software 'boots' and then release the <Access> button
c) Turn power off and then on again

Setting up:
Connect the units in the MIDI loop as described above.

Power on the DPF • 3103 master or DPF • 3103R remote unit chosen to be the Controller
performing a hard reset.
Check in the 'Utility' menu that the Machine mode displays 'Control Unit'

(If the unit is shown as being in 'Local mode', press <ACCESS>, if the unit stays in "Local
mode", either your connections are wrong or your cable is defective).

Power on a slave unit performing a hard reset. If the unit is a master or remote unit go to the
'Utility' menu and select an ID number and press enter.

If the unit is a DPF • 3103S slave perform a hard reset. 00 should appear in the program display.
At this time don't change the ID number.

Repeat for each Slave.

Now select a unique ID number for each slave. (If less than fifteen units are in the network, leave
ID 15 free).

If the slave is a DPF • 3103S by pushing the recessed up / down switches on the front panel.

The number will flash, to confirm Slave ID press <ACCESS> on the slave, the message "Please
Wait" will appear on the Controller and the ID number will stop flashing.

Control of a slave can now be achieved by pressing <ACCESS> on that slave or by selecting
"Mst -> Sl.n" in the Controller "Utility" page, where n is the desired slave, and then pressing enter,
or by selecting the slave number on a remote control.

The above procedures are only required to be performed on the first power up. the
settings are then saved in memory.


